**Standard Maximum Section Size of Grate Width Not to Exceed 10'-0'**
- Frame anchor spacing: 6" from corners, 24" max
- Verify traffic direction
- All rail components are made of 6063-T6 Aluminum alloy. All frame components are made of 6063-T5 Aluminum alloy
- Tread rails must run perpendicular to traffic direction
- Grate dimension allows for clearance between grate sections and frames in the width dimension
- Additional information can be found in the product specification and is considered part of this transmittal.
- Frame model number: BFV12LBM

**NOTES:**
- Single Tread
- Double Tread

**DESCRIPTION:**
enviRONtread II®, 15/32", Perforated Rail, Reversible Recycled Rubber Grate with Mechanically Fastened Aluminum Frame